LEARNING AND
TEACHING POLICY

INTRODUCTION
Teaching at Oasis Skinner Street is ‘Learning Centered’, with each element of whole school and
classroom practice designed with the understanding of how children learn best at its heart.
We recognise that outstanding teaching leads to outstanding learning, which stems from carefully
considered lesson design, taking into account all of our pupils, whatever the age of the learner, their
level of ability, or the subject, skill or concept being learned.
Pupils will receive and develop a range of basic skills through the teaching of the National Curriculum.
The stimulus of a broad and balanced curriculum will introduce the pupils to new ideas and
experiences.
We show respect and consideration for theirs and others‟ individuality, particular backgrounds,
cultures and religions
ETHOS AND VISION
At Oasis Skinner Street we believe that it is every pupil’s entitlement to an outstanding education. We
expect all our teachers to strive to be outstanding.
We are committed to the Oasis Charter and the values and beliefs expressed, its ethos and outcomes:
 We are motivated by the life, message and example of Jesus Christ
 Learning, achievement, personal fulfilment and good citizenship are at the heart of all that we
do
 We serve our children, young people, families and local communities with love, optimism,
enthusiasm and integrity.
At Oasis Skinner Street we aspire to the following in all of our educational work:
 That every person matters and we value everyone
 We have a passion for learning and we want everyone to achieve their full, God-given potential
 We are committed to community development and will help to increase community cohesion,
locally, nationally and globally.
QUALITY FIRST TEACHING
All teachers strive to be outstanding and adhere to the following to ensure quality first teaching for all
children in every lesson, every day.
We believe that the following needs to be in place in order to achieve this:
 High expectations of the effort that all pupils should put into their learning
 High aspirations for our children of the progress they will make and what they can achieve in
order to make accelerated progress.
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Enthusing, engaging and motivating all pupils so that they learn and make accelerated progress.
High expectations for behaviour for learning
Demonstrating expert and versatile subject knowledge.
Using data efficiently to inform planning that accelerates progress and narrows gaps for
vulnerable groups
Actively engaging pupils in their learning
Ensuring that learning is challenging and well-paced through the use of stimulating activities,
regardless of disability, special educational needs and those with English as a second language.
Enabling pupils to make links between their learning and the real world.
Developing pupil’s ownership of their learning so that they become increasingly independent.
Structuring teaching so that pupils are clear about what is to be learned, why and how it builds
on what they know already.
Using assessment for learning techniques in order to maximise the quality of all learning
experiences
Developmental feedback and marking provides clear next steps for learning
Creating an environment that promotes learning in a settled and purposeful atmosphere.
Contributing to the learning and teaching community within and beyond the school, sharing
best practice and actively seeking professional development opportunities

MONITORING
The Academy curriculum offers all pupils the opportunity to learn and to undertake experiences in a
wide variety of activities and to do so with an assurance of success. The curriculum is based on pupils
having the confidence to achieve at a pace and level that meets their needs, which is suitably
challenging, engages them in the learning process and is delivered with purpose and rigour by the staff.
The quality of this provision and rigour is closely and continually monitored through a detailed
timetable monitoring cycle.
The most important purpose of teaching is to raise pupils’ achievement ensuring that they make
accelerated progress. When monitoring all staff conducting learning walks consider the planning and
implementation of learning activities across the whole of the school’s curriculum, together with
teachers’ marking, assessment and feedback to pupils. They also evaluate activities both within and
outside the classroom. At Skinner Street we also evaluate teachers’ support and intervention strategies
and the impact that teaching has on the promotion of pupils’ spiritual, moral, social and cultural
development.
When evaluating the quality of teaching in the school, staff consider the extent to which:
 the teaching in all key stages and subjects promotes the children’s’ learning and
 progress across the curriculum
 the teacher has consistently high expectations of children
 the teacher improves the quality of learning by systematically and effectively
 checking children’s understanding in lessons, and making appropriate interventions both within
the lesson time and afterwards
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 the teachers and other adults create a positive climate for learning in which children are
interested and engaged
 developmental marking and constructive feedback from teachers contributes to the children’s
 learning
 teaching strategies, including setting appropriate homework, together with support and
intervention, match children’s individual needs.
All staff are involved in the monitoring of Learning and Teaching through moderations, peer support
and coaching, learning walks and the fulfilment of the ALT and SLT monitoring cycle. The findings of
the monitoring of Learning and Teaching is triangulated against assessment and progress, pupil and
parent voice and book scrutinies. (See Assessment and Marking policies) The judgement on the quality
of teaching takes into account evidence of the children’s learning and progress over time. Staff consider
the extent to which the ‘Teachers’ Standards’ are being met.
Learning walks take place on a daily basis and a timetable which maps out the focus for the monitoring
walks is mapped out at the start of the academic year. This is a working document and it is updated
regularly to reflect the findings of this rigorous monitoring process.
At Skinner Street we operate an Open Door policy. Any member of staff may go into another team’s
classroom to share the learning taking place. This sharing of good and outstanding practice enables staff
to develop their own teaching practice, provides peer support and ensures the consistency of practice
across the academy. A structured learning walk focus is maintained by the use of the Skinner Street
Learning Walk Monitoring proforma, which is used by all members of the leadership team. This
provides monitoring consistency across the academy. (see appendix 1)
At Skinner Street Academy we also recognise and pay great importance to pupil voice. For this reason
the pupils on our school council are also involved in carrying out learning walks and their feedback is
valued and shared with all staff.
All leaders, teachers and HLTA’s plan together on a weekly basis, within their learning teams, within
an open space. This enables:
 Access to the expertise within the academy to support the planning process
 Ensures the best learning provision for all of our children
 Provides weekly monitoring of planning
The monitoring cycle addresses the areas identified in the Academy Development Plan as well as areas
identified through the monitoring process. Monitoring findings are shared with all academy staff, the
Academy Council and OASIS.
PLANNING LEARNING
 Teachers use the medium term plans and topic webs for each subject, to plan sequences of
learning that build on knowledge and understanding
 A thematic approach is used to cover the expectations of the National Curriculum
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 Each terms learning is mapped out on a Topic Web (See appendices 3). Teachers will map out
the content of the curriculum onto the Topic Web to ensure that all objectives are covered.
 Assessment data from Classroom Monitor will be used to determine the starting point for each
child and will help the teacher decide on what sequence of learning will lead to the realisation of
that outcome.
 A WALT is a concise statement of what learning will occur, not a description of an activity.
They state what main skill, knowledge, or understanding the children will acquire in the lesson.
 The WILF will identify the success criteria for the pupils, detailing the different aspects of
learning which needs to be evident in the pupils work. The pupils will self-assess themselves
against the WILF.
 Individual lessons are planned on the Learning Plan (See appendix 5) and state what the children
will be learning, what they will need to know, understand and be able to do by the end of the
lesson. The lesson plan will detail what the children are learning - the WALT and what aspects
of learning the teacher will be looking for in a successful piece of learning- the WILF. The plan
will also contain key questions, differentiated activities and will detail the children’s starting
points. The specifics of what will be learned will be explicit on the plan i.e. the learning that the
children will undertake should be very clear.
 Opportunities for questioning and challenge will also be planned for. Questions recorded in
planning will reflect the range of learners in a given class. (See section 4).
 The plan should clearly show how mini plenaries might be used throughout the lesson. (see
section on plenaries).
 All teachers plan together in an open space in order to ensure best practice and rigorous
monitoring. (see above)

TIMETABLING AND TEACHING TEAMS
All children are in teaching teams. In Reception, the children remain in these teams throughout
the day to access their learning. All children from Year1 to 6 are taught both within their teams
and sub streamed teams. Each Key Stage 1 team is named after one of our 9 Habits. Key Stage 2
teams are named after universities.
Baseline assessments are carried out to ensure that all children are placed within the correct
stream, enabling them to access the quality first teaching. Our pupil’s progress is closely
monitored and tracked and the children’s progress is reviewed and children are moved or will
remain within their current sub-team as appropriate. Thus enabling every child to receive the
quality first teaching they need in order to ensure that they make accelerated progress.
The curriculum subjects Humaities, Science, Art R.E and P.E. are taught within class teams and
are taught by teachers and HLTs with a specialism in that subject area. The core subject areas
are taught within year group streamed sub teams. These are named Skinner and Street. Skinner
children are the children who are achieving and exceeding their expected attainment for their
age. Children taught in the street team are children developing attainment for their age. Both
teams provide the children with quality first teaching and enable them to reach their aspirational
targets. (see appendix 2)
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TEACHER INPUT AND MODELLING
 All lessons must have an element of teacher input. Every child must receive input from the
teacher during the course of a lesson;
 Effective questioning will structure, stretch, and challenge children’s thinking. See
‘Questioning’ for further guidance.
 Modelling exemplifies our Academy’s high expectations regarding presentation of work and
the use of Standard English.
 To be useful to the learner, modelling must do at least one of the following:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Demonstrate, step-by-step, how a process or procedure is performed
Explain a concept for children to remember, consider, discuss, or apply
Provide a ‘scaffold’ for children to build upon in their learning task
Introduce new subject-specific vocabulary and apply it in context
Extend the children’s understanding of a previously acquired concept in a new context
Expose the children to the thinking processes that occur in the successful performance of
a task

Questioning should stimulate and encourage the children. The teacher should consider what higher
order questions will challenge the children to develop a level of understanding that will allow them to
apply their skills in new ways. This means that key higher order questions must be developed early in
the planning process, and should not be seen as “special extensions”. They are the key questions that
will form the core of the learning in a useful lesson. Low-order questioning is used as a starting point
for more probing questions. These key questions should be recorded on the teachers planning.
The teacher will direct questions at individual children, groups or the entire class. When questions are
directed at the entire class it is expected that every child will respond to every question. Forms of
response may include:
 Paired talk
 Think pair share
 Targeted questioning
1. Challenging Questioning: Blooms Taxonomy (see appendix 8) is the key reference when
planning questions that challenge and develop understanding at a deeper level.
- Where we want children to apply a skill the expectation is that an application question will be
asked in order to prompt deep thinking.
- Higher order questions should be on the Learning Plan so it is not necessary to record low
order factual questions.
- Analytical questions should be used to encourage the children to reflect on the learning they
have undertaken.
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- Challenge will be enhanced with the use of evaluative questions or prompts that encourage the
synthesis of ideas. This will encourage children to think more deeply about learning concepts
and apply their skills independently to a wider range of contexts.
2. Differentiated Questioning: Blooms Taxonomy (see appendix) is the key reference when
planning questions that are differentiated.
- In order to differentiate questions for individual learners and abilities the teacher will have a
clear outcome for that child in mind. For example: for a low confidence child the desired
outcome might be the successful application of a skill. This may be hampered by their inability
to remember key facts. The teacher will direct knowledge questions that lead to questions that
encourage application in order to support that learner. For the higher attainers knowledge
questions are not needed and questioning can advance to the analytical and evaluative stages
quickly. This means that qualitatively different questions will be directed at different children in
the same discussion.
ASSESSMENT FOR LEARNING
Using rich questioning as detailed above will give you more information about what a child knows,
understands and is able to do. Knowledge gained about the children’s understanding during a lesson is
key to planning where teachers will take the learning for individuals and groups of children.
Classroom Monitor will be a key tool to making a judgement about how well a child has met a learning
objective. The outcomes of ongoing assessment, alongside the end of year objectives information and
medium term plans will give clear information to the teacher on what needs to be taught next in order
to ensure that ALL pupils make accelerated progress.

PLENARIES
Plenaries can be held at any point in the lesson and they serve a range of purposes:






Explain what children have learned in the lesson (AfL).
Clarify or explain any misunderstandings.
Set an additional challenge to consolidate/deepen learning.
Identify any key facts, skills and strategies used. (AfL).
Self and peer assess against the success criteria.

There is no expectation regarding the number of plenaries planned for, and this will be dependent on
the direction the lesson takes based on professional judgement. Advice and guidance will be provided as
an outcome of monitoring by the Leadership Team.
MARKING
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Developmental feedback and marking provides pupils with clear next steps which ensures that all
pupils make accelerated progress. (See appendix 6)

LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS
Within Oasis Academy Skinner Street, we work to create a learning environment where everyone feels
valued, secure and motivated to learn. We recognise that a stimulating learning environment engages
and enthuses the learner to make accelerated progress.
Every classroom will display:
 The Oasis Skinner Street 9 Habits and reference will be made to these each day.
 Attendance posters which are referred to.
Every classroom will have a Maths and English Learning Wall which will contain information to
support the children’s next steps in their learning as well as examples of the children’s work. The
working wall is:









A place where children can find key information about their current learning
Added to daily and reflects learning over a series of lessons and is frequently changed to be current
A place where anyone can make a contribution
Age related and reflects the high expectations we have for ALL of our children.
A place to display targets
Makes explicit acknowledgement of children’s contributions
Constantly used and referred to
A teaching aid which reinforces teaching points

It is not:
 A display
 A permanent fixture
 A receptacle for every bit of information relating to a topic/ series of lessons
Displays in the classroom will demonstrate examples of excellent work at different levels and they will
always exemplify the highest standards of presentation and articulacy. All of pupils work from Year 2
upwards must be written in blue handwriting pen.
Every classroom has a book area and book shelves. The book area will be an inviting space which
encourages reading. The academy also has a library which is an inviting area in which the children can
access a wealth of high quality texts.
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APPENDIX 1: LEARNING WALK MONITORING PRO FORMA

Learning Walk Monitoring
Date:
Focus:
Conducted by:

Team:

Focus

Learning Walks (Aspects of learning)
Example
Observation

Is the environment
right for learning?

Consider displays, access to, use of and
quality of resources, layout.

Are Learning Walls in
operation for Maths and
English.

Are the learning walls current and do they
provide scaffolding for learning and
examples of the children’s work?

Are the Non Negotiable
displays up in the
classroom?

Is there opportunity for
interaction? Who is
doing the talking?

Are the following non-negotiable displays
on up in the classroom:
Skinner Street 9 Habits?
Attendance tracker?
Behaviour ‘Going for Green’?
House Display?
Is there evidence of peer working and use
of response partners? Do pupils get the
opportunity to get actively involved?

Is the setting
appropriate for that
style of lesson?

Are pupils sitting in groups, working in
pairs?
Can all pupils see the board?

Are all pupils on task?
Do pupils know what
they are learning as
opposed to what they
are doing?
Do pupils know when
they have succeeded?

Are all pupils actively engaged in the
learning?
Can pupils say what they are learning and
why? (WALTs)

Is there differentiation?

Can all pupils access the lesson at their
level?
How are pupils grouped?

Questioning

Does the teacher use questions that
challenge all pupils? What kinds of
questions are being used? Are they open
ended?
Is any time given for reflection?
Do the pupils know the final picture?
Does the teacher demonstrate how to get
there in clear easy steps?

Modelling and
Demonstrating
Problem-solving

Do they know the WILF and can explain
whether they have succeeded and what
their next steps are?

Are the pupils given opportunities that
challenge their thinking? Can they work
together to develop solutions?
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Planning

Support Staff

Assessment

Behaviour and safety

Does the lesson follow the planning?
Are layered targets evident in the
teaching?
Does the teacher audit previous learning?
Is there a plenary?
How are they deployed?

Who is working with the target group and
what are they focusing on? Are the pupils
involved in their own assessments? Do
they know what they have to do next to
reach the next level?
Is there any in-lesson assessment?
Are pupils on-task, respectful, wellbehaved?
Do pupils feel safe and behave safely?
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APPENDIX 2: EXAMPLE OF KS1 ACADEMY TIMETABLE

Monday

Tuesday

WEDNES
DAY

THURSDA
Y

Subje
ct
Teach
er

8.45 to
9.00
Session
1

9.00
to
9.30
Sessi
on 2

Assessm
ent

Phoni
cs

Assembly

AU (LD)

AU
(LD)

Dmo

Phoni
cs

Guided
reading

CW(L
D)

CW (LD)

Phoni
cs

Guided
reading

CW(L
D)

CW (LD)

Subje
ct
Teach
er

Assessm
ent

Subje
ct
Teach
er

Assessm
ent

Subje
ct

CW(LD)

CW(LD)

Assessm
ent

9.30 to
10.10
Session 3

10:10
10:30
Sessi
on 4

10.30
to
10.45
Sessi
on 5

10.45
to
11.15
Sessi
on 6

Music

11.15
to
11.45
Sessi
on 7

11.45 to
12.15
Session 8
Guided
reading

PHSE

Break

Science

CMc (LD)

AU (LD)

Humanities

PE

Break

12.15
to
12.45
Sessi
on 9

12.45
to
13.15
Sessi
on 10

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch
CW / AB (LD)

Lunch

LG

Humanities
Break

Lunch

Numeracy

English

Lunch

13.45
to
14.15
Sessi
on 12

14.15
to
14.45
Sessi
on 13

14.45 to
15.15
Session 14

Numeracy

English

AU (LD)

AU (LD)

Numeracy

English

CW(LD)

CW(LD)

Numeracy

English

CW(LD)

CW(LD)

Lunch

CW (LD)

Break

13.15
to
13.45
Sessi
on 11

Lunch

PE

Guided
reading

APPENDIX: EXAMPLE OF KS2 ACADEMY TIMETABLE
8.45 to
9.00

Monday

Tuesday

WEDNESDA
Y

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Assessme
nt
Subject
Teache
r

Subject
Teache
r

Subject
Teache
r

Subject
Teache
r

Subject
Teache
r

DD (DB)

Assessme
nt
DD (DB)

Assessme
nt
DD (DB)

Assessme
nt
DD (DB)

Assessme
nt
DD (DB)

9.00
to
9.30

9.30 to
10.10
Guide
SPA
d
G
readin
g
NW/SG
(DB/HH)

10:10
10:30

Brea
k

Guide
d
readin
g
NW/SG
(DB/HH)

Brea
k

Guide
d
readin
g
NW/DD
(DB/HH)

Brea
k

Guide
d
readin
g
NW/DD
(DB/HH)

Brea
k

SPA
G

SPA
G

SPA
G

10.30 to 10.45

11.15
to
11.45

11.45 to
12.15

Art

Assembl
y

GJ (HH)

Dmo

Brea
k

Guide
d
readin
g
NW/SG
(DB/HH)

SPA
G

10.45
to
11.15

Music recorders
Music
teacher(DB)

Science
NP
(DB)

NP
(DB)

12.15
to
12.45

12.45
to
13.15

Lunc
h

Lunc
h

Lunc
h

Lunc
h

NP (DB)

PE

RE/PHSE

LG

SG

Humanities

PHSE

NW

NW

Humanities

Assembl
y

Dmo

Dmo

Lunc
h

Lunc
h

Lunc
h

Lunc
h

Lunc
h

Lunc
h

13.15
to
13.45

13.45
to
14.15

14.15
to
14.45

14.45
to
15.15

English

Maths

NW/SG
(DB/HH)

NW/SG
(DB/HH)

English

Maths

NW/SG
(DB/HH)

NW/SG
(DB/HH)

English

Maths

NW/SG
(DB/HH)

NW/SG
(DB/HH)

English

Maths

NW/DD
(DB/HH)

NW/DD
(DB/HH)

English

Maths

NW/DD
(DB/HH)

NW/DD
(DB/HH)
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APPENDIX 3: TOPIC WEB KEY STAGE 1
Topic overview Year 2
Autumn 1
THEME
Trip, Hook, Environment
Literacy – opportunities for
writing

Jurassic Park
Dinosaur egg
Maidstone museum – dinosaurs and fossils
Phonics
 Use of Phonics scheme
Reading
 continue to apply phonic knowledge and skills as the route to decode words until automatic decoding has become embedded and
reading is fluent
 read accurately by blending the sounds in words that contain the graphemes taught so far, especially recognising alternative
sounds for graphemes
 read accurately words of two or more syllables that contain the same graphemes as above
 listening to, discussing and expressing views about a wide range of contemporary and classic poetry, stories and non-fiction at a
level beyond that at which they can read independently
 discussing the sequence of events in books and how items of information are related
 being introduced to non-fiction books that are structured in different ways
 recognising simple recurring literary language in stories and poetry
 discussing and clarifying the meanings of words, linking new meanings to known vocabulary
 checking that the text makes sense to them as they read and correcting inaccurate reading
 making inferences on the basis of what is being said and done
 answering and asking questions
 predicting what might happen on the basis of what has been read so far
 participate in discussion about books, poems and other works that are read to them and those that they can read for themselves, taking
turns and listening to what others say
 explain and discuss their understanding of books, poems and other
Spelling
 Spell words containing each of the 40+p phonemes already taught
 Learning new ways of spelling phonemes for which one or more spellings are already know
 Common exception words
 Days of the week
 adding suffixes ing and ed to distinguish between past and present tense
Handwriting
 form lower-case letters of the correct size relative to one another
 start using some of the diagonal and horizontal strokes needed to join letters and understand which letters, when adjacent to one
another, are best left unjoined
 write capital letters and digits of the correct size, orientation and relationship to one another and to lower case letters
 use spacing between words that reflects the size of the letters.
Writing
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Quality Literature texts

Cross curricular links

develop positive attitudes towards and stamina for writing by:
writing for different purposes
consider what they are going to write before beginning by:
planning or saying out loud what they are going to write about
writing down ideas and/or key words, including new vocabulary
encapsulating what they want to say, sentence by sentence
make simple additions, revisions and corrections to their own writing by:
evaluating their writing with the teacher and other pupils
re-reading to check that their writing makes sense and that verbs to indicate time are used correctly and consistently, including
verbs in the continuous form
proof-reading to check for errors in spelling, grammar and punctuation [for example, ends of sentences punctuated correctly]
read aloud what they have written with appropriate intonation to make the meaning clear.

Vocabulary, Grammar and Punctuation
 learning how to use both familiar and new punctuation correctly including full stops, capital letters, exclamation marks, question
marks, commas for lists and apostrophes for contracted forms and the possessive (singular)
 learn how to use:
 sentences with different forms: statement, question, exclamation, command
 expanded noun phrases to describe and specify [for example, the blue butterfly]
 the present and past tenses correctly and consistently including the progressive form
 subordination (using when, if, that, or because) and co-ordination (using or, and, or but)
Harry and his bucketful of dinosaurs by Ian Whybrow and Adrian Reynolds
Dinosaur diary by Julia Donaldson
Tyrannosaurus Drip by Julia Donaldson
Dinosaur Roar by Paul and Henrietta Strickland
Walking with Dinosaurs DVD
Science
 Explore and compare the differences between things that are living, dead and things that have never been alive
 Identify that most living things live in habitats to which they are suited and describe how different habitats provide for the basic needs of
different kinds of animals and plants, and how they depend on each other.
 Identify and name a variety of plants and animals in their habitats, including micro-habitats
 Describe how animals obtain their food from plants and other animals, using the idea of a simple food chain, and identify and name
different sources of food.
History
 Pupils should be taught about events beyond living memory that are significant nationally or globally
 Pupils should be taught about the lives of significant individuals – Mary Anning
 Develop an awareness of the past, using common words and phrases relating to the passing of time
Geography
 Name and locate the world’s seven continents and five oceans
 Use basic geographical vocabulary to refer to key physical features
Art
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Discrete teaching
Reference materials

to use a range of materials creatively to design and make products
to use drawing, painting and sculpture to develop and share their ideas, experiences and imagination
to develop a wide range of art and design techniques in using colour, pattern, texture, line, shape, form and space

Build and apply a repertoire of knowledge, understanding and skills in order to design and make high quality prototypes and products
for a wide range of uses
 select from and use a range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks [for example, cutting, shaping, joining and finishing]
 select from and use a wide range of materials and components, including construction materials, textiles and ingredients, according to
their characteristics
Music
 use their voices expressively and creatively by singing songs and speaking chants and rhymes
 play tuned and untuned instruments musically
 experiment with, create, select and combine sounds using the inter-related dimensions of music
PE
Maths
 Maths Scheme of Work
 Kent Science Scheme of work
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Literacy
Numeracy
 Use of Maths curriculum

Non-fiction - Harry & his bucketful of dinosaurs,
children will create their own fact files based on the
book. They will look at different information texts.
Narrative: The Dinosaur’s Diary by Julia Donaldson,
the children will make their own diary in the style of
Julia Donaldson
Poetry: Dinosaur Roar, children will explore different
phrases and language choices to create their own
dinosaur poetry books

Opportunities for other maths

Measuring dinosaurs, footprints, classifying and
sorting, early scaling work, data handling,

Jurassic Park
Autumn 1 Y2
Humanities
We will study events beyond living memory and
place the dinosaurs on a timeline. Children will
start to use the language of timelines (BCE, AD)
We will learn about archaeology in a practical
way with our own dig. We will learn about a
famous archaeologist. In Geography children
will learn about the different places where
dinosaur remains have been discovered, they
will learn to use world maps and name
continents. Children will explore the physical
features of the dinosaur era (Walking with
Dinosaurs). The children will use ICT to create
their own electronic fact files.

Science
We will learning about the animal kingdom. We will
be naming common animals and linking them to
carnivores, herbivores and omnivores. We will be
learning about life processes and the basic needs
of all animals and humans. We will be looking at
the importance for humans of exercise, eating the
right amounts of different types of food, and
hygiene.

Creative
We will make fossils with paper-mache which we
will then use in our own dig. We will make bones
from salt dough and play dough.
In art we will use art straws to create skeletons of
dinosaurs. We will create chalk landscapes and use
the medium of collage to create a huge class
dinosaur.
In music…

PHSE
Children will be creating their class charters and
identifying what rights and responsibilities we all
have in creating a happy classroom. They will
also be learning about which communities they
belong to
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APPENDIX: TOPIC WEB KEY STAGE 2
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APPENDIX 4: BLOOMS TAXONOMY TEACHER PLANNING KIT
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APPENDIX 5: SAMPLE LESSON PLAN
Year:
Week Beginning –

Weekly Plan

Group 1

Vocabulary
Group 2

National Curriculum Links:
Group 3

Group 4

Children’s
Entry
Points

Thursday

Wednesday

Tuesday

Monday

Date

WALT / WILF
WALT

Friday

Differentiated work

Plenary / AfL

Notes

WILF

WALT

Do now:

WILF

WALT

Do now:

WILF

WALT

Do now:

WILF

WALT

Resources:

Teaching and Learning points and key questions
Do now:

Do now:

WILF

Evaluation / Notes:
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